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Tuesday 5 Feb - PPS Hall - Daya, Bertie, Bea, Scarlett, Zeynep, Oscar, Dylan, Isla, Ruhi, Irene, Laura,
Madoc, Nicholas, Ronan, Kieran, Victor, Angel, Gordon, Lana Anastasia, Sumayyah, Jesse, Ryder, Huxley
and Benny.
Tuesday 5 Feb - Room 1 - Talitha, Dot, Joey, Lucy, Max and Sonny.
Wednesday 6 Feb - Room 1 - Bea, Zeynep, Scarlett, Ruhi, Anastasia and Lana.
Wednesday 6 Feb - PPS Hall - Talitha, Dot, Antonio, Rio, Joey, Isla, Sid, Sultan, Madoc, Max, Lucy,
Kieran, Angel, Alex, Lloyd, Kunal, Grace, Benny, Sonny and Isaac.
Thursday 7 Feb - Drama Studio - Angel, Alex, Lloyd, Kunal, Grace and Isaac.
Thursday 7 Feb - Room 43 - Freya and Daya
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Letter from the Headmaster
At Portland Place we work hard on the continuing professional development of our
teachers to ensure they are up-to-date with the latest research in pedagogical practice and
have the opportunities to share good and effective ideas for working with our students.
One of the main things you learn as you gain experience as a teacher is the importance of
having an extensive “toolkit” of techniques to use in the classroom – tools to help engage
students; tools to most effectively teach this idea to that type of student; tools to keep the
easily distracted student on track; tools to boost the confidence of that student who is
struggling with this topic; and many more. Developing this toolkit is a career long, never
finished process for us all. There are three central strands we are currently using at PPS for
this.
First is the Thursday briefing. Encouraged by our Teaching & Learning Coordinators (Miss
Butler, Ms Byrne and Miss Lewis) each faculty presents to staff in our weekly briefings
ideas and techniques they use in their lessons linked to our Be Inspired values: create,
discover, engage, inspire and nurture. A three-minute piece gives all our staff a tested idea
we know works for our students they can take away and use straight away.
The second strand is the continuing work led by our SEND team on becoming a dyslexia
friendly school – making sure all our teachers are knowledgeable about and using
techniques and presentation styles that ensure all the work in lessons and set for
homework has the greatest accessibility for our dyslexic students. These techniques focus
on helping students move information to long-term memory more quickly; presenting
information in a more visual, or multi-sensory, way to help them process it more quickly;
helping their organisation. The research is also clear that these methods help all students
as well.
The third strand with our staff is helping them unlock the potential of the latest
technology, using tablet devices in the lesson and the wealth of new opportunities that
brings to extend what is possible with our students.
Lastly, with our students we work on them developing a “growth mindset”, a positive
approach to meeting and overcoming challenges in their learning (and more broadly in
life). Led by Miss Florea this has been building through Years 6 and 7 and soon up through
the school. We have a talk for parents on this on Monday 4th Feb, 5pm in PPS Hall, to
which you are all welcome.
I hope this gives a flavour of the work we do to ensure that our teachers and our teaching
remain at the leading edge of education practice and I hope your child talks to you about
some (or all) of this when they tell you about their day.
Yours faithfully,
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David Bradbury
Headmaster

Notice Board
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Notice Board
Tanzania expedition with Inspire
Worldwide and Tanzania Livingstone Trust
Next Academic Year, a team of Portland Place students from our current Year 9, Year 10 and Year
12 (so next year’s Y10/11/13) will be going on an expedition to Tanzania to work for the charity
Livingstone Tanzania Trust.
Our school has close links with the Tanzania Livingstone Trust and Inspire Worldwide having
already completed some work there over the last few years and we intend to carry on. .
This is a trip of a life time and an unforgettable experience on so many levels for everyone taking
part. Please click on the school weblink to see pictures. www.portland-place.co.uk
This is a great opportunity for students to get to know other members of PPS from different year
groups and develop their teamwork skills, which they can then add on to their CV for Sixth Form
or University applications. For anyone considering completing their Duke of Edinburgh Awards
(Bronze or Gold) there are opportunities to complete the volunteering and skills sections through
this trip.
The aim of this expedition is to give students the opportunity to live and work alongside a local
community in Tanzania. Team members will be involved with projects including classroom
construction and renovation (working alongside skilled local builders), informal education sessions
with local children and carrying out community work.
A letter was sent home and an open information evening will be running for anyone interested in
the trip on Wednesday 13th February 2019 at 5pm in PPS Hall. Please send an email to Mr
Lalande, in charge of the trip, if you would like to attend.
An application form will be handed out to students who would like to participate in the trip.
Many thanks and good luck to all applying!
Mr Lalande
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Notice Board
Film Club
Film Club has been opened up to Year 9 students in order for them to experience both Film and Media
Studies. Year 9 students will be joined by current Media and Film students who will be able to tell
them about their GCSE experiences. The sessions will run every Wednesday from 4pm-5pm in GPS
Hall. We look forward to seeing everyone there.

Spanish Club
Spanish Club has been cancelled from Tuesday 5th February until further notice.

Thank You
Last week, as volunteers from our previous trip, Umar Latheef and Panni Lemos of Year 13 assisted Mr
Lalande in promoting the upcoming Tanzania trip.
Umar and Panni have been fantastic ambassadors for the trip and all their efforts have been really
appreciated.
Thank you, Umar and Panni for all of your help and support.
Mr Lalande

Webpage of the week
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2019/feb/01/nine-ways-to-stay-calm-in-a-crisis
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News
Poetry in Year 7
Year 7 have been looking at poetry and identity. Miss Hubner’s class wrote animal poems inspired by Ted
Hughes’ ‘Mooses’

‘The Fat Frog’
Have you ever seen a fat frog?
Well I have.

It was fat.
Very fat
Very very fat.

Then it jumped
Guess what happened next?
Plop.

By Leo Newberry

‘I’m a Fox’
Why am I smelly?
Why am I stinky?
Why do I love half eaten food from black plastic bags?
Why do I spring when I jump?
Why do I crouch like a tiger?
Why is my fur coloured midnight and marmalade?
Why is my fur fluffy like a chick?

By Rudy Bigoni
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Sports
Rugby
U12 Rugby Vs Ibstock Place
Ibstock 20 PPS 40

On Tuesday 29th January PPS u12s made their way to Roehampton to take on Ibstock Place School in their 2nd rugby
match of the season. PPS started really well, showing great intensity in both attack and defence and it wasn’t long before
they took an early two try lead. The forwards were showing great commitment at the breakdown and the backs looked
dangerous every time they got the ball. The half remained competitive throughout but PPS went in to half time with a
comfortable lead. Despite this, the boys knew they were quite lucky to be so far ahead and needed to make a couple of
tactical changes to improve in the second half. The boys were committing too many players to rucks and not forming a
flat defensive line quick enough, leaving space out wide for Ibstock to attack.
The boys improved their performance in the second half but Ibstock also raised their game and the start of the second
half became really competitive as both teams started to show more solidity in their defending. As both teams looked to
assert their authority the game became a little scrappy with a number of penalties and knock-ons. The turning point came
when Isaac Meyer scored an excellent try after intercepting a pass and charging over the line from 20 meters out. In the
remainder of the half both teams scored some excellent tries but it was PPS who took the win, 40-20.
The boys played some outstanding ruby and there were a number of impressive performances across the pitch. Lloyd
Day put in an all action performance and scored a hatrick of tries, Edwin Hounkanli scored a brace, Huxley Nayak put in
some unbelievable try saving tackles and Teddy Faulkner was a force to be reckoned with throughout with his strong
carries and big tackles. Man of the match goes to Isaac Meyer who demonstrated a wide range of skills and was influential
throughout, especially when taking on three Ibstock defenders in a ruck by himself and coming out victorious! Well done
boys.
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Sports
Rugby
U13 Rugby Vs Ibstock Place
Ibstock 10 PPS 35

On a bright and cold afternoon last Monday, Portland’s U13 rugby team faced Ibstock Place at Roehampton University
grounds. Due to a number of players being unavailable a reduced numbers game was played, with five man scrums and
six three quarter players. PPS made a strong start after captain Nicolas Bartha elected to receive the kick off and inside
centre Lloyd Day sprinted through the line to score. Day added another soon after as Ibstock spilled the restart. Before
the break PPS added three more tries, all scored from tremendous runs from winger Sam Meyer, to take a 25-0 lead.
Meyer’s changes of direction, pace and hand-offs, were too much for the Ibstock defence.

In the second half Ibstock upped their game with some more effective tackling and much stronger ball carrying. They
scored first from a line out in their own twenty-two and Portland were disappointed not to do better with their tackling.
Teddy Faulkner drove over from close range to restore the lead and Cassius Swales ran half the pitch to score Portland’s
last. It was Ibstock who claimed the final try, after some more, loose tackling, but PPS closed out the final ten minutes
with some much better defending, led by Faulkner who made a series of impressive hits. The final score was 10-35 to
PPS. The boys thoroughly enjoyed the match and carried the ball very strongly. Improved passing and support play is
what they will need to focus on in their next match. Well done to all.
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Sports
Rugby
U14's Rugby Vs Kew House
Kew House 20 PPS 15
On Friday 25th January, PPS made their way to Barnes to take on Kew House School in a highly entertaining game of
rugby. From kick off it was clear the boys were up for the battle as the boys put in some superb tackles and aggressive
counter rucks early on. Jan Ceylan and Sultan Sindi were heavily involved early on with some strong ball carries over the
gain line. Dylan Young was marshalling the back line really well and the boys looked really threatening when the ball
came out wide. PPS took an early lead when Sultan Sindi crashed his way through no less than 5 Kew House defenders
and over the try line. Kew House started to threaten but the PPS defensive line looked strong and the boys did well to
stop Kew scoring towards the end of the second half. Before the break PPS added a second through Sam Meyer who
showed great pace to beat a Kew winger after an excellent pass from Sid Marber. PPS went into half time with a 10-0
lead.
In the second half Kew House started to raise their game and unfortunately PPS conceded an early try. The boys went
through a challenging patch of the game as they struggled to keep possession of the ball under intense pressure from
Kew. Kew added a well taken second try midway through the second half as PPS struggled to get into the rhythm they
showed in the first half. Moments later they added a third try to take the lead, but rather than feeling sorry for themselves
the boys rolled up their sleeves and started to show more aggression with and without the ball. Sultan Sindi scored an
excellent equalising try with just 5 minutes remaining. The remaining minutes were very tense and scrappy as both teams
looked for a winning score. After a long punt down the field from Kew the ball was knocked on by PPS at their own 22
metre line. Kew House won the scrum and started to build a number of phases as they looked for the win. The ball broke
wide and Kew House looked like they were going to score before Sam Ingram put in an outstanding try saving tackle at
the line....the only problem was that Kew had an overlap and still managed to score with the last play of the game, taking
a 20-15 win.
The boys put in a very good performance against a strong team and were very unlucky on the day, the game could have
gone either way! Sid Marber had a brilliant game at scrum half, Anton Polykov, Nicholas Bartha and Dylan Young all
carried with great intensity and pace. Sultan Sindi had a barnstorming game and scored and excellent brace but man of
the match goes to Milan Luther who didn't miss a tackle, made a number of line breaks and showed great commitment
throughout.
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Calendar & Contact
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Thanks for reading!
Look for our next issue
at www.portland-place.co.uk/
@PortlandPlaceHD

